‘I’m beginning to feel myself spread all over the
nation, with loyalties and loves and lusts from
the east to the west, and no idea what to do
with them. I’m a girl with no qualities and no
boundaries. With legs wide open and beating
heart exposed. I’m appalled by myself, but also
intrigued. How many tiny pieces of myself can
I give away before there is nothing left?’

—Rochelle Siemienowicz
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Key Sales Points
A stunning memoir about sex, religion and getting married too young
•
Rochelle has been a critic and writer her whole life, and this, her first book, is something to savour
•
Sure to be one of the best memoirs of the year.
•

Description
In this frank, compelling and beautifully written memoir, Rochelle Siemienowicz provides an intimate portrait of what happens to
a young woman when she overreacts to her upbringing.
Unshackled from the strictures of her strict Seventh-Day Adventist upbringing, Eve (the younger Rochelle) marries quickly. But
her appetite for sensuality can barely be sated and life quickly becomes complicated, especially when her husband agrees to an open
marriage. At twenty-four, she loses grip on everything she once believed about love, loyalty, faith and monogamy.
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Fallen is set over three weeks as Eve revisits her hometown of Perth during a hot West Australian summer. Breaking the rules of her
open marriage, she shares her body, and sometimes her heart, with those she meets. But what’s left for her unhappy husband when
he arrives to join her on holiday?
A memoir about sex, religion and getting married too young, Fallen is a first person account of a soul floating dangerously free
after a lifetime of restrictions. What does it mean when you’ve promised to love someone forever, and then you discover it’s possible
to love many, simultaneously? What does it mean when your whole life has been directed towards the Hereafter, but you can no
longer believe in God? Maybe this moment, right now, is everything.
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Rochelle Siemienowicz is a highly regarded film critic, journalist, editor and columnist. She has a PhD in Australian cinema and
was the long-time film editor for The Big Issue. Her work has been published widely including in The Age, Kill Your Darlings, The
Big Issue, Screen Hub and SBS Movies.
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Aviva Tuffield, Publisher at Affirm Press:
‘This beautifully written coming-of-age memoir is brave
and honest and sexy. Fallen follows a young woman as
she escapes her cloistered religious upbringing, marries
swiftly, and then realises she still desires the sexual
freedoms that being young and carefree usually yield.’

Aviva Tuffield has worked in publishing for more than
fifteen years, mainly as an editor. She was previously
Associate Publisher at Scribe Publications, where she was
responsible for building an award-winning Australian
fiction list. She is a founding member and Executive
Director of the Stella Prize.

In My Skin
By Kate Holden
As with Kate Holden’s memoir, Fallen reveals
a frankness about sexuality and desire, and
the hold they have over both ourselves and
others.

The Bride Stripped Bare
By Nikki Gemmell
Written with the passion and honesty of The
Bride Stripped Bare, Fallen does not shy away
from female sexuality, providing an insight
into one young woman’s sexual awakening.
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